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Oddly enough, one of the 
toughest things to do is tread 

water when there’s no sign of land.  
Though, obviously, it takes very 
little effort to just kick back and 
relax, keeping still doesn’t come 
easy to us.  In the long run, being still 
when you’re adrift at sea is one of 
the safest things to do.  You have no 
idea how long you’ll be out there or 
what creatures are waiting to bite at 
you.  The more you thrash around, 
the quicker you use up valuable 
energy, and the more you attract 
the attention of undesirables, both 
of which have the capacity to end 
your life prematurely.  Our natural
tendency is to panic—both at what 
we can see, and at what we cannot.  
Should’ve stayed on shore.

Add to the dilemma the sight of 
an approaching storm on the 
horizon.  And now you hear the 

Where To From Here?
Sometimes it’s neither here nor there….
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sound of thunder.  You have no 
idea how long you’ll have a calm 
sea; the storm may just pass you 
by.  Circumstances seen and unseen 
are crowding your troubled mind.  
Your present circumstances are the 
result perhaps of mishap, rather 
than accident (been meaning to fi x 
that hole in the hull for a long time).  
And you’re thirsty, surrounded by 
water that cannot satisfy.  It’s getting 
a little darker, and you begin to see 
lights on passing vessels; but no 
one sees you. The waves obscure 
you from the view of anyone who 
might be looking for you.  It seems 
like all is lost.  

But then, from above, from a 
vantage point that offers a view like 
no other, comes the sight and sound 
of the rescue helicopter.  Your many 
long hours of waiting, hoping are 
fi nally at an end.  You are lifted from 

the waves to safety, and are fi nally 
overcome by tears of relief.

Life can often be as uncertain as 
this; everywhere we turn we can 
see no way out; maybe see no path 
at all.  Viewing the world from our 
offi ce, the work of book ministry 
can often be so very perplexing.  
Consider for example that we print 
and distribute books by the tens of 
thousands.  We could just as easily 
print and distribute books by the 
millions.  It’s just as easy to call the 
press and order a million books, as 
it is to call for fi fty thousand—a far 
sight cheaper per-item, too.  But 
apparently, because of fi nancial 
constraints, the current plan calls 
for the printing of smaller numbers.  
We lament the reality that we 
cannot do as much as we would 
like.  As we consider the technology 
in place for reaching the people on 
the planet, we wonder why more
people aren’t calling us and asking 
us to conduct a distribution in their 
city; a Community Mailing project 
to their zipcode.  But…
• With your help, we have been 
busy reaching where we can, 
giving books to both the lost and 
the seeker in cities worldwide.  

• With your help our prison 
ministry continues, and, through 
the printed page, hope streams in 
to those looking for light.

• With your help we continue to 
send books into the great cities 
across America.

And we will patiently be about 
our work till we are all rescued 
from above.  Thank you for being a 
blessing to Mission World. •
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Books to Read and Share

Two
Great

Covers

One
Powerful

Book

America in Prophecy
Will America Survive?

Many believe America has reached, perhaps surpassed, 
the zenith of her greatness—that she is destined 
to become a second-rate world power.  Here are 
fascinating predictions about America and what the 
future may hold.  AP also available in Spanish.

Single copy – $7.95
11-39 copies – $2.50 each

1 case (40 @ $1.10 each) – $44

Finding Peace Within
– A book for people in need…
Thousands seek relief from today’s 
fast-paced lifestyles, the crippling 
effects of job-related stress and 
strained family relationships.  This 
inspiring, easy-to-read guide offers 
lasting solutions that really work.
FPW also available in Spanish.

Single copy – $4.95
11-71 copies – $2 each

1 case (72 @ .61¢ each) – $44

Hidden Treasures
– Stories from the Master Storyteller
Spellbinding stories of pearls, lost 
coins and treasure hidden in a fi eld 
were recounted with such mystery 
and passion that the educated as well 
as the common people were drawn 
to Christ.  Priceless reading.

Single copy – $4.95
11-47 copies – $2.50 each

1 case (48 @ .92¢ each) – $44

Health and Happiness
– Live Longer!  Live Healthier!
The medical and scientifi c worlds 
are rediscovering the Bible’s uncanny 
rules for good health.  Ancient laws 
governing physical and mental 
health are today being confi rmed. 
Natural remedies, faith and healing, 
diet and foods, and more…

Single copy – $7.95
11-47 copies – $2.50 each

1 case (48 @ .92¢ each) – $44

The Perfect Storm is Coming!
War, Economic Collapse and Moral Decay—
Is America Headed for Armageddon?
Ninety-two powerful pages highlighting the struggle 
between the powers of good and evil.  From the birth 
of the Christian Church, through the Dark Ages, across 
centuries of religious error and confusion, to a time of 
absolute peace in an earth made new.  Compelling excerpts 
from America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Illumination guaranteed!

Currently available in English and Spanish.
Single copy – $2

11-99 copies – $1 each
1 case (100 @ .50¢ each) – $50

Special pricing on all books on this page:
Buy 10 cases of any title (any mix), 

get $4 off per case! Postpaid!

What’s Behind the New World Order?
This enlightening and provocative 80-page publication 
reveals the hidden agenda behind the New World Order 
and the Ecumenical Movement—topics that almost no 
one dares to discuss.  Dynamic excerpts from 10 chapters 
of America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Single copy – $2
11-99 copies – $1 each

1 case (100 @ .44¢ each) – $44

Who are the Angels?
Angel sightings and angel sayings have ignited a spiritual 
and commercial craze—but just who or what are angels?  
Though often depicted as good, angels do not always 
dispense blessings.  Excerpts from 10 chapters of America 
in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Single copy – $2
11-199 copies – $1 each

1 case (200 @ .24¢ each) – $48

Who are the Angels? also available as a 
Spanish/English bi-lingual version

Single copy – $2
11-99 copies – $1 each

1 case (100 @ .44¢ each) – $44
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